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dream upon the hills of youth. And it shall stay jewelled in the

dream, a dream, of youth. And it shall stay, shall stay in the

dream, a dream, of youth. And it shall stay, shall stay in the
distance, un tar nished and su preme. Life’s de-
distance, un tar nished and su preme.
jew elled, un tar nished and su preme.
Life's decay shall never shadow it, grown golden,

Shall never shadow it, in the

Life's decay shall never shadow it, grown golden, in the

Sun, Lived full, full in the gathered light,

Sun, Lived full in the gathered light,

Sun, Lived full in the sun, Lived full in the sun, golden in the sun, golden in the sun, the gathered

Life's decay shall never shadow it, its years like hours grown golden in the

Shall never shadow it, shadowed in the

Shall never shadow it, its years like hours grown golden in the

Shall never shadow it, its years like hours grown golden in the